Gold is found on your site. With security at a minimum because of budget, your delicate ecosystem suffers extensive damage from illegal mining.

Ancient artifacts found. Major university funds research project

You manage to break an illegal poaching operation.

An illegal poaching operation threatens to eradicate a rare bird which only lives on your site. Bad publicity causes public outrage.
There is a worldwide economic collapse affecting your government funding and tourism revenue.

The President of the United States visits your site. Not only do you get great publicity, but your site and the surrounding community have increased revenue from all the staff and news people to the area.

A worldwide flu pandemic causes tourism to drastically drop affecting your anticipated revenues negatively.

Your country’s new president is in favor of preserving sites of historic and natural significance. The new budget reflects his ideals.

There are reports of a UFO over your site which brings an unusual kind of tourist. However, they do spend money and are respectful of your site.

The magazine for an international conservation group has a feature article on the birds at your site. Tourism and revenues increase.

A major hotel chain builds a new hotel in the town near your site and provides customer service training for the community.

Your site is featured in a new travel guide, but you are unprepared to handle the additional crowds.
Earthquake tremors cause your government to place travel restrictions to your site. (affects only Pueblo de Taos and the Coffee Cultural Landscape).

Go back one space

Your site sustains significant damage from a major storm and flooding. International sympathy results in an outpouring of financial support, allowing you to make repairs quickly.

Move ahead two spaces

A proposed housing development puts pressure on your site, but with the help of community activists the development fails.

Move ahead one space

Your director’s green initiatives, including solar energy and composting toilets, generates positive publicity and cuts operating costs.

Move ahead three spaces

A drug war erupts in your area. While your site is safe, a travel advisory for the region issued by the State Department causes a drastic drop in tourism.

Go back two spaces

The President of the United States visits your site. You have great publicity, but have to spend your security budget for the entire year.

Stay in place

A shady researcher plants a false antiquity on your site drawing negative publicity when the hoax is discovered.

Go back one space

Your site is featured in a new travel guide which helps to increase visitation and revenue.

Move ahead two spaces

HUMAN ACTIVITY CARDS
Your site suffers from a devastating storm followed by major flooding. Several buildings and half your staff are washed away.

A major storm bypasses your site. Breathe a sigh of relief.

Wildfires threaten your site. Your emergency staff proactively protects your site.

A major storm hits your community. You suffer significant damage. However, your Emergency Response Plan is effective. You only have to close for one week.

A major storm hits your community. You suffer significant damage. Unfortunately, you don’t have an Emergency Response Plan and you are closed for six months.

Flooding washed out the access road to your site. Government funds are limited and it takes one year to rebuild.

Flooding washed out the access road to your site. Your government places a priority on repairing it.

A drought causes water restrictions. A worldwide alert causes a reduction in tourism. (does not affect the Everglades or Kakadu National Park)

NATURAL DISASTER CARDS
You receive a grant from an international educational organization to create educational materials for your site in order to increase internet and on-site visitation.

A major hotel chain provides a grant for improving visitor facilities and training for visitor services personnel.

You receive a grant from an international educational organization to repair historic strictures, but your government mismanages the funds and the work doesn’t get done.

You receive a grant from an international wildlife conservation group to improve policing against poachers. Unfortunately, it isn’t enough money and does little good.

You receive a grant from a bird conservation group to protect endangered birds and increase policing against poachers.

Your government launches a major international marketing campaign for tourism. You receive a grant to improve facilities and prepare for increased visitation.

An international bank provides a grant fund for small businesses in your surrounding community which helps them improve community resources. You get a reputation as a site with good supporting services and activities.

A marketing grant from an international manufacturing company enables you to improve site visitation and increase revenues, while also supporting businesses in your community.

**GRANT CARDS**